New Concept of Beauty Unique way to take Care of Hair
Combines beauty style and shape with the styling line.

We believe beauty starts from the Hair

Hair represent the inner charm that each end one of us wish to show and take care of.
Choose the most appropriate treatment for you!

Perfect Treatment with 5 products
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Water-Soluble Modeling Wax
Memory Gel
Gloss Spray
Liquid Crystals
Double Tips Fluid

The choice of product depends on the type of hair and the needs.
Our treatments are specific to any form of emergency.

Healthy hair and beautiful hair, Kuractive adds style to beauty
Active Care = Kuractive

Kuractive is a simple yet complete and accessible range of solutions to address the care of hair.
It all starts with natural active principles we use.
Through continuous research and innovation, we address every specific hair treatment.
Keeping quality and service at its highest values to grant best products at best competitive price always.

Formula Enriched with Linen Seeds & Castor Oil

Combines beauty style and shape with the styling
line

STYLING LINE
ü Water-Soluble Modeling Wax
ü Memory Gel
ü Gloss Spray
ü Liquid Crystals
ü Double Tips Fluid

WAX and MEMORY GEL
Water-Soluble Modeling Wax
To create, define, give a natural gloss to any type of hair.
It gives a natural support if used on dry hair, creates a natural and soft wet effect if used on
slightly damp hair. It does not dry, does not stick toghether and leaves no residue.
How to use:
Massage between your hands and distribute on hair from the roots to give support and on the
tips to define the hairstyle.

Memory Gel
A fixative gel for a gentle final styling.
For pressed hair it is enough to move the fingers in the hair to resume the hairstyle given
earlier (hairstyle memory). It does not dry, does not stick hair togethere and leaves your hands
soft and fragrant.
How to use:
Apply the right amount on your fingers and massage on dry or damp hair. Creates a soft and
continuous fixation.

SPRAY, CRYSTALS and FLUID
Gloss Fluid spray
With emollient action enriched with LINEN SEEDS, gives gloss and elasticity. It can be used on
both wet and dry hair for a charming brightness.
It makes your hair soft without making it heavy.
Liquid Crystals
A fluid that can be applied on both damp hair to facilitate drying and to increase the level of
softness, as well as on dry tresses for a long fixation.
For a particularly frizzy hair that make a perfectly smooth haircut difficult, apply it
immediately after the shampoo on towel dried hair.
Formula Enriched with LINEN SEEDS
Use only on hair lengths and not on the roots.
Double Tips Fluid
Contains special silicones that wrap the tips in a protective and smoothing film. For the best
results use this every after every 3 washes with shampoo . The silicone coating resists several
shampoos. Just a little amount of product is enough to have gorgeous hair.
Formula enriched with LINEN SEEDS.
Use only on hair lengths and not on the roots.

Formula Enriched with Linen Seeds

Formula Enriched with Castor Oil

Specific Treament Lines Specific Styling Products

